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SUMMARY:

Since several years ago,slope failures caused by heavy rainfall
occur at many places in Japan.They damage heavily the inhavitants and
the houses.

The present paper deals with the results of investigation concern-
ing the geotechnical conditions such as topographical,geological and soil
mechanical conditions and the rainfall conditions which give rise to slope
failures.These results will be available for the prediction of slope
failures in the future.

RESUME:

Depuis quelques annees it apparait dans divers endroits du Japon
des desastres de l'effondrement de la pente du a la grosse pluie,qui peu-
vent causer un grand dommage aux habitants et a leurs maisons.

Cette communication a pour but d'etudier a quelles conditions de la
disposition et nature du terrain, du sol, etc. cet effondrement de la

pente peut se produire et a quelle condition de la chute de pluie it a pu
se produire.I1 est possible que des resultats de cette recherche peuvent
desormais servir a prevoir une eventuelle apparition de cet effon drement
de la pente.

INTRODUCTION:

Recently,disasters from slope failure has increased in number in
Japan and become an object of public concern.

Geographically,Japan is situated in the region where the climatic
disturbances such as typhoon,Baiu front and low atmaspheric pressure are
likely to bring about heavy rainfalls.Especially recently the downpour
on a relatively limited area in a relatively short period of time,which
is called"concentrated heavy rainfall"is likely to occur frequently and
the disaster from slope failure induced by this concentrated heavy rain-
fall has heavy weight among the natural disasters in Japan.Its causes
are thought to be as follows:

Retard in the contermeasure against the slope failure, though the 
remodellization of natural conditions has made the national land resisti-
ble against flood and earthquake.Utilization of the land which has not
been utilized hitherto because of the likeliness of disaster occurrence.

Table 1 shows the change in number of deaths through damages from
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Table 1 Yearly change in

number of deaths in

disasters from storm

and flood.

Tab.1 Changement far

annee du nombre des

m morts dus au desastre

cause par la tempete

(by Ministry of Construction)

storm and flood from 1946 to 1972.The above causes will be understood
from this.

The present paper deals with the investigation concerning the slope
failure which has background mentioned above,from the viewpoint of geo-
technical and engineering geology.What is to be stressed in addition is
the fact that the flow velocity of collapsed soil materials from this kind
of failed slope reaches as high a value as 10-15 m/sec.

SHAPES OF FAILED SLOPES:

Knowledges about the shapes of failed slopes caused by heavy rain-
fall is necessary as basic data for the consideration of failure mecha-
nism.

Objects of the investigation are several places in Kanto district
where disaster occurred recently.Geology of the areas where slope fail-
ures took places is composed of diorite,granite , tertiary sedimentary
rocks,diluvial deposites etc.

Representing the shape of failed slopes by their slope angle,hei-

ght,width and thickness of failed slopes,such as in Fig.1,some charac-
teristic tendencies common to each area can be found out.Namely ,the
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Fig.1 Shapes of failed slopes

Fig.1 Forme de la pente effondue

thickness and slope angle of most of failed slopes are 0.5-1.5m and 35•‹-

45•‹ respectively.

It can be concluded from these that the slope failure caused by

heavy rainfall is mainly the sliding down of the thin layer(surface

layer:formed by weathering effect)on the slope with above-mentioned

slope angle.

Fig.2,3 are the photographs of the slope failure occurred at

Katsuura city and Omigawa town in Chiba prefecture in 1971.Fig.2 shows

the failure of the slope of which the bed rock consists of mudstone,

while Fig. 3 shows the slope failure of diluvial sand layer.These are

examples of sheet slide mentioned above.Fig.4 shows the state how the

soil materials from the failed slope crushed the houses at the foot of the

slope at Choshi city in Chiba prefecture.

This kind of slope failure reaches such a large scale as of several

hundred meters of slope length and several hundred meters of width if only

the topographical conditions are fulfilled(Fig.1).

Fig.5 shows the result of longitudinal levelling of the slope.

Schematic section of subsurface structure of the slope near the surface

is shown in this figure.
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Fig.2 Site of slope failure

(bed rock:tertiary sedi-
mentary rock).

Fig.2 Endroit d'effondrement
de la pente(roche mere:
tertiaire).

Fig.3 Site of slope failure

(bed rock:diluvial depo-
sites)

Fig.3 Endroit d'effondrement
de la pente(roche mere:
couche a sable diluvien)

Fig.4 Damage to the houses at the foot of the slope(Chiba prefecture)

Fig.4 Dommage cause a la maison situee sous la pente(Prefecture de
Chiba)
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Fig.5 Drawing of longitudinal
levelling of the slope(Chiba

prefecture).
Fig.5 Leve longuitudinal de la

pente(Prefecture de.Chiba)

GEOTECHNICAL CONDITIONS OF FAILED SLOPE:

Geotechnical conditions of the surface layer of slopes are very

complicated.As shown in the schematic section of Fig. 5, weathered

materials of various degrees as well as roots of plants are distributed

between the top soil and the bed rock.But the roots of plants never

intrude into the bed rock on unweathered layer.

The surface layer fails, but its geotechnical conditions are not

so well known. The authors carried out on the slopes with various geolo-

gical background trench,swedish sounding,portable cone penetration test
and several kinds of soil tests.

Some representative data through these investigations are describ-

ed here.Fig.6 shows an example of soil profile and soil condition of

the slope of which the bed rock consists of tertiary mud-stone.Degree

of saturation of the soil is 60-90%.

On almost the same slopes, the effect of moisture condition on the

strength of the soil was investigated.That is for the purpose of clari-

fying the change in soil strength at rainfall from that at ordinary

conditions.

Fig.7 shows the shearing resistance of the slope materials with

addition of sufficient water and that before adding water obtained

through static cone penetration test.It is shown from this that the

lowering of the strength by maximum 80% takes place.This is a charac-

teristic of the slope soil which contains a lot of clay fraction such as

in Fig.6.

Strength characteristics of the soil on the unfailed slope parts

near the failed part of the slopes at each area were inquired through

static cone penetration test.

Bed rocks of these slopes consist of diorite or some other sedi-

mentary rocks.Results are summarized in Fig.8.There are some common
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Fig.6 Geological section of surface layer
Fig.6 Section geologique de la couche superficielle

Fig.7 Change in cone re-
sistance depending on
water content.

Fig.7 Variation de la re-
sistance de penetration
du cone en fonction de la
teneur en eau

Fig.8 Representative values of cone
resistance at surface layer of failed

slope.
Fig.8 Exemples representatifs de la

resistance de penetration du cone de
la ecuche superficielle de la pente
effondue
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characteristics in the distribution tendency of cone resistance qc.Name-
ly, qc of the failed layer is 3-8 kg/cm2 and qc increases abruptly at a
certain depth. qc shows L shape in the direction of the depth.

It was known that the slope failure caused of by heavy rainfall
took place at qc=3-8 kg/cm2 and the depth where qc began to increase ab-
ruptly became the sliding surface of the sheet slide.Coefficient of

permeability of thesurface layer of the above-mentioned slopes is each
of the order of 10-3cm/sec.

(a)Omigawa town,Chiba
prefecture

(b)Yamakita town,Kanagawa
prefecture

Fig.9 Distribution of rainfall intensity per hour
Fig.9 Figure de la distribution de l'intensite de la chute

de pluie par heiere

GENERAL REMARKS ON RAINFALL:

Causes of slope failure are rainfall,wind,earthquake etc.The
cause of slope failure mentioned above is mainly rainfall and there is
some influence of wind in case of typhoon.

It is necessary for the prediction of this kind of disaster to
obtain the relation between amount of rainfall and slope failure.Fig.9
shows examples of the distribution of rainfall intensity per hour.In
the majority of cases,the pattern of rainfall which causes slope failure
consists of antecedent rainfall and heavy rainfall afterward as shown in
Fig.9.

The time period from the beginning of rainfall to the end is 1-3
days.Seeing the rainfall records of recent 50 years in Japan, daily
amount of rainfall 500mm or rainfall intensity per hour 100 mm are not
rare values.For example,daily amount of rainfall 403.0 mm and rainfall
intensity per hour 122.0 mm were recorded at Katsuura city in Chiba pre-
fecture in September 1971,and daily amount of rainfall 579.5 mm and
rainfall intensity per hour 57.5 mm were recorded at Yamakita town in
Kanagawa prefecture in July 1972.In this way,a concentrated heavy rain-
fall in a short period of time causes the failure of surface layer on the
slope,which leads to a disaster.

CONDITIONS OF RAINFALL:

From the research reports of recent years in Japan,it is said
that the number of slope failures• begins to increase abruptly when the
amount of rainfall from the beginning of the rainfall(accumulated amount
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Fig.10 Relation between accumulated amount of rainfall and

rainfall intensity per hour.
Fig.10 Relation entre la auantite accumulee de la chute de

pluie et l'intensite de la chute de pluie par huere.

Fig.11 Relation between accumulated amount of rainfall and
maximum rainfall intensity per hour.

Fig.11 Relation entre la auantite accumulee de la chute de

plaie et l'intensite maxima de la chute de pluie par
heure.
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of rainfall)exceeds 100-150mm on the rainfall intensity per hour exceeds
20-30mm.

In fact,in the case of Chiba prefecture in September 1971,more
than 90% of slope failures occurred at the places where accumulated amount
of rainfall exceeded 200 mm and the rainfall intensity per hour was over
30 mm.

Ordinate of Fig.10 represents the rainfall intensity at the time
t and abscissa represents accumulated amount of rainfall until the time t.
From this figure the change in rainfall amount in the time range of slope
failure occurrence will be known.

The times of slope failure occurrences were obtained through in-

quiry of inhabitants.Curves I,II,III in Fig.10 were obtained through
the analysis of data of rainfall amount and those of slope failures of
recent several years in Chiba and Kanagawa prefecture. These curves re-

present the rainfall conditions in relation to the number and the scale
of slope failures.These curves are expressed as follows.

Curve IRt=390ERt 0.38(1)

Curve IIRt=290ERt0.38(2)

Curve IIIRt= 150ERt0.38(3)

But at places where there is a lot of rainfall in general or where the
site conditions such as topographical or geological conditions are dif-
ferent, the above relations are not fulfilled even in the same area.In
other words, conditions of rainfall in relation to slope failures are
different depending on the meteorological conditions or other factors,so
sometimes these conditions are different among the districts.

Fig.11 is the plotting of the maximum points of rainfall inten-
sity per hour in Fig.10.And curves I,II,III can be drawn as in the
cases of Fig. 10. These relations show that the slope failure occurs

Fig.12 Relation between maximum rainfall intensity per hour

and rR
Fig.12 Relation l'intensite maxima de la chute de pluie par

heure et le rR
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if the rainfall intensity per hour is large even though the accumulated
amount of rainfall is small,or if the accumulated amount of rainfall is

large even if the rainfall intensity per hour is small.Taking the pre-
viously mentioned results into consideration,the rainfall intensity per
hour is more significant than the accumulated amount of rainfall.

Rainfall pattern was investigated using the approximation factor rR
between the assumption of standard triangular distribution and the actual

rainfall.rR is expressed as follows.

(4)

in which

Rt:rainfall intensity per hour(mm/hr)

T:duration of rainfall(hr)

Rt
maxmaximum rainfall intensity per hour(mm/hr)max

CR:average intensity of rainfall per hour(mm/hr)

The relation between the maximum rainfall intensity per hour and rR is

shown in Fig.12.It is known that slope failure begins to occur if the

average intensity coefficient CR of rainfall per hour exceeds 5-6 mm and

it leads to a grave disasterif the average intensity of rainfall per

hour exceeds 8 mm.

Besides, for the study of rainfall conditions,there are methods

using the effective rainfall considering the moisture condition of the

soil or using antecedent precipitation index.Studies using these methods

were carried out but the sufficient rainfall condition could not be obta-

ined.

There is no decisive rainfall condition concerning the slope fail-

ure.From the viewpoint of simplicity,the method of Fig.10,11 is

pretty good.And it is necessary to search for a.more accurate rainfall

condition through providing the weather observation network at each area

and analysis of data over a long period of time.Nevertheless it is dif-

ficult to predict slope failures considering the immunity against slope

failures and the changes in natural environment due to development .

CONCLUSION:

1.In the majority of cases of slope failures,the thickness of sliding

layer is 0.5-1.5 m and slope angle is 35•‹-45•‹.

2.The structure of the slope is composed of the surface layer and the

bedrock,and in many cases the sliding surface is formed at the bound-

ary of the both.

3.qc of the sliding layer is lower than 3-8 kg/cm2,and there is con-

siderable dropping in strength through absorption of water in the case

of rainfall.

4.Conditions of slope failure occurrence are different depending on the

soil of the surface layer,its thickness,vegetation and the minute

undulation of the slope and these depend fundamentally on the nature

of the stratum which composes the bed rock.

5.There is no decisive rainfall condition concerning the slope failure.

But the method of Fig.10,11 will be some guideline for the prediction

of slope failure.
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